Trimming the Vascular Tree in Tumors: Metabolic and Immune Adaptations.
Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels, has become a well-established hallmark of cancer. Its functional importance for the manifestation and progression of tumors has been further validated by the beneficial therapeutic effects of angiogenesis inhibitors, most notably ones targeting the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) signaling pathways. However, with the transient and short-lived nature of the patient response, it has become evident that tumors have the ability to adapt to the pressures of vascular growth restriction. Several escape mechanisms have been described that adapt tumors to therapy-induced low-oxygen tension by either reinstating tumor growth by vascular rebound or by altering tumor behavior without the necessity to reinitiate revascularization. We review here two bypass mechanisms that either instigate angiogenic and immune-suppressive polarization of intratumoral innate immune cells to facilitate VEGF-independent angiogenesis or enable metabolic adaptation and reprogramming of endothelial cells and tumor cells to adapt to low-oxygen tension.